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ABSTRACT Antibody and receptor binding are key virus-host interactions that con-
trol host range and determine the success of infection. Canine and feline parvovirus
capsids bind the transferrin receptor type 1 (TfR) to enter host cells, and specific
structural interactions appear necessary to prepare the stable capsids for infection.
Here, we define the details of binding, competition, and occupancy of wild-type and
mutant parvovirus capsids with purified receptors and antibodies. TfR-capsid binding
interactions depended on the TfR species and varied widely, with no direct relation-
ship between binding affinity and infection. Capsids bound feline, raccoon, and
black-backed jackal TfRs at high affinity but barely bound canine TfRs, which medi-
ated infection efficiently. TfRs from different species also occupied capsids to differ-
ent levels, with an estimated 1 to 2 feline TfRs but 12 black-backed jackal TfRs bind-
ing each capsid. Multiple alanine substitutions within loop 1 on the capsid surface
reduced TfR binding but substitutions within loop 3 did not, suggesting that loop 1
directly engaged the TfR and loop 3 sterically affected that interaction. Binding and
competition between different TfRs and/or antibodies showed complex relationships.
Both antibodies 14 and E competed capsids off TfRs, but antibody E could also com-
pete capsids off itself and antibody 14, likely by inducing capsid structural changes.
In some cases, the initial TfR or antibody binding event affected subsequent TfR
binding, suggesting that capsid structure changes occur after TfR or antibody bind-
ing and may impact infection. This shows that precise, host-specific TfR-capsid inter-
actions, beyond simple attachment, are important for successful infection.

IMPORTANCE Host receptor binding is a key step during viral infection and may
control both infection and host range. In addition to binding, some viruses require
specific interactions with host receptors in order to infect, and anti-capsid antibodies
can potentially disrupt these interactions, leading to neutralization. Here, we exam-
ine the interactions between parvovirus capsids, the receptors from different hosts,
and anti-capsid antibodies. We show that interactions between parvovirus capsids
and host-specific TfRs vary in both affinity and in the numbers of receptors bound,
with complex effects on infection. In addition, antibodies binding to two sites on the
capsids had different effects on TfR-capsid binding. These experiments confirm that re-
ceptor and antibody binding to parvovirus capsids are complex processes, and the infec-
tion outcome is not determined simply by the affinity of attachment.
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Interactions of animal viruses with host cell receptors are key events that control cell
infection, tissue tropism, and host range. Specific virus-receptor interactions lead to

cellular attachment and initiate cell entry and infection, which generally occur through
receptor-mediated endocytosis. However, in addition to the tethering process, receptor
binding may also result in structural changes to the capsid that are important for
allowing binding to secondary receptors or for controlling later intracellular steps in
infection (1–5). Variation in different host receptors also creates host range barriers, and
virus adaption to those receptors may be associated with host range expansion (6–8).
Other important virus-host interactions occur through antibody binding, where host
antibodies bind viral proteins and can directly neutralize viral infectivity or protect
against infection through a variety of different mechanisms (9–12). Despite the impor-
tance of these different interactions, we still lack a detailed understanding of how
receptor or antibody binding dynamics control cell binding and infection, cause
disease, or influence transmission to new hosts.

Canine parvovirus (CPV) and feline panleukopenia virus (FPV) have single-stranded
DNA genomes of about 5,100 bases that encode at least 4 genes, including the major
capsid protein VP2 and the minor capsid protein VP1. The genomes are packaged into
small, nonenveloped, and stable capsids consisting of 60 subunits, �90% of which are
VP2 and the remaining �10% of which are VP1. CPV and FPV show natural variations
in host range that are primarily controlled by differences in viral capsids and their
interactions with the host receptor, the transferrin receptor type 1 (TfR) (13–16). The TfR
is the natural cellular receptor for iron-loaded transferrin (Tf) and the hemochromatosis
protein (HFE), which regulates transferrin binding and iron uptake in the intestine (17,
18). Once bound to the TfR, diferric Tf or viral capsids are efficiently transported into
cells via clathrin-mediated endocytosis (19, 20). While Tf recycles to the cell surface after
releasing iron, the virus-TfR complex appears to be retained in the endosomal system
for a prolonged period before entering the cytoplasm and releasing viral DNA into the
nucleus (21). Both Tf and HFE bind on the side or underneath the TfR protease-like and
helical domains (22, 23), while CPV binds to the apical domain (15, 24), making it
unlikely that either Tf or HFE binding to the TfR would affect CPV binding.

Canine parvovirus type-2 (CPV-2) arose in the mid-1970s as a variant of a virus
similar to but distinct from FPV (25, 26). In 1978, CPV spread worldwide, causing a
pandemic of disease among dogs, wolves, and coyotes, and during 1979 and 1980 a
virus variant, designated CPV-2a and containing 5 mutations on or near the capsid
surface, arose and replaced the original CPV-2 strain worldwide (27–29). In previous
studies, we have shown that CPV acquired the canine host range as the result of
mutations to a small number of residues on the capsid surface (30, 31). Two of those
mutations (VP2 residues 93Lys to Asn and 323Asp to Asn) acted together to give CPV
the ability to bind to the canine TfR and infect canine cells and dogs (13, 31), although
CPV has been shown to bind to the canine TfR with much lower affinity than to the
feline TfR (13, 14). The canine TfR differs from other host receptors both in amino acid
sequence and in having an additional (fourth) glycosylation within the apical domain
(attached to Asn384 of the canine TfR sequence), which blocked the binding of FPV-like
viruses (15, 32). Other mutations that blocked the infection of canine cells were
observed in VP2 surface loop 3, around residue 300 (33, 34). The CPV-derived viruses in
dogs have continued to evolve since the emergence of the CPV-2a common ancestor,
and many different studies have reported VP2 sequences from infected dogs or other
carnivore hosts from different regions of the world (35–38). Those studies show that a
variety of mutations have become widespread in the virus population, including a
number of changes in the capsid surface that fall close to or within the predicted
receptor binding site or antigenic epitopes.

The CPV-like viruses have broad host ranges and naturally infect many different
animals within the order Carnivora, with infections and sometimes disease being
commonly observed in dogs, mink, raccoons, foxes, domestic cats, large cats, and
skunks (26, 37, 39, 40). However, these hosts differ naturally in their susceptibility to
infection by FPV, CPV, and closely related viruses, and infection of different hosts,
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including raccoons, mink, and foxes, was often associated with selection of additional
mutations that alter residues on the capsid protein structure (37, 39). Similar mutations
also arose after passaging viruses in cultured cells from different hosts, showing that
the selection occurs at the level of the host cell, most likely the receptor (37).

Those previous studies therefore show that TfR-capsid interactions are highly spe-
cific, and that capsid mutations affect the functional interactions between capsids and
the TfR. The variant interactions resulting from virus and TfR differences may involve
both the affinity of capsid binding to the TfR as well as additional structural interactions
essential for virus infectivity of cells. This was seen most clearly in studies where we
showed that some capsid variants bound efficiently to the TfR and were endocytosed
into cells but did not result in infection (41). However, the details of the TfR-capsid
interactions are not yet well understood, including the stoichiometry of receptor
binding, the structures involved in attachment, and whether the number of bound
receptors is important for successful infection. For CPV and FPV infection, the number
of receptors that mediate binding during cell infection appears to be very low. The TA1
parvovirus capsid should display 60 equivalent receptor binding sites, with an esti-
mated maximum occupancy of between 12 and 24 TfRs per capsid after accounting for
steric interference between neighboring receptors (42). However, it was seen that
single CPV particles bound less than 5 feline TfR molecules on the surface of cells prior
to endocytosis and infection (43), and incubating CPV capsids with purified feline TfR
ectodomains resulted in only 1 to 4 TfR being copurified with each capsid on average
(44).

Antibodies bind to a number of overlapping epitopes on parvovirus capsids, and for
CPV and FPV, monoclonal antibodies have been classified into two broad groups
recognizing two different structures on the capsids (45). Eight different antigen binding
fragments (Fabs) derived from monoclonal antibodies were examined for their inter-
actions with the CPV and FPV capsids using cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM), and
their combined footprints covered more than 60% of the viral surface (46). Three of
those antibodies recognized the “A” site and bound close to the top of a raised region
surrounding the 3-fold axis of the capsid (the 3-fold spike), while the other five
antibodies tested recognized the “B” site and attached to the side of the 3-fold spike
(also called the “shoulder”) (46, 47). In contrast to the TfRs, most of the Fabs tested
appeared to fully or nearly fully occupy the 60 possible binding sites on the capsids
when added in excess (46). However, those Fabs differed significantly in their neutral-
ization efficiencies, with some being poorly neutralizing even when present in excess
of the binding sites and others neutralizing the virus with as few as 5 to 10 Fabs per
capsid (48). The reasons for the large differences in neutralization efficiency are not yet
fully understood, but the high-resolution structure of a complex between the Fab of
one highly neutralizing antibody (FabE) and the CPV capsid showed structural variation
of nonbound regions of the capsid, suggesting that the Fab triggered allosteric
changes that interfered with infection (47).

Other parvoviruses and adeno-associated viruses (AAV) use a variety of different
receptors for binding and infection of cells. The AAVs use a protein receptor (the AAV
receptor), which they bind through different domains, in addition to a variety of other
glycoprotein or glycan receptors, including heparin sulfate proteoglycans and sialic
acids (49–51). Those distinct interactions determine the tissue tropism of the AAVs and
the gene delivery vectors derived from them (52). Cell infection and the tissue tropisms
of the minute virus of mice (MVM) and H1 viruses are in some cases determined by
variation in the specific interactions of the capsids with the host sialic acids (53, 54).
Complex virus-receptor interactions also occur in many other systems. For example,
some New World arenaviruses differ in their cell and host tropism due to variation in
their interactions with host TfRs (55–57). Picornavirus receptors may trigger structural
changes in the capsid after binding, either at high occupancy or when groups of
receptors bind to one region of the capsid (58). HIV gp120 also undergoes conforma-
tional changes after binding CD4 that reveal the binding site for the second receptor,
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either CXCR4 or CCR5 (2, 4, 5). Likewise, antibody binding has been shown to induce
changes in the structures of some viral proteins (9, 10, 12, 59).

Here, we further explore this key area in the natural history of animal viruses by
examining the specific interactions of the parvovirus capsids and their receptors
involved in infection and in determining viral host range. We use a variety of ap-
proaches to reveal the dynamic interactions between parvovirus variants and TfRs from
different hosts, as well as with antibodies against defined capsid epitopes. These
interactions proved to be surprisingly variable and were influenced by mutations in
both capsids and TfRs, which altered the binding affinity and occupancy of TfR on the
capsids.

RESULTS

Here, we define the specific interactions of TfRs from various animal hosts with
capsids of viruses from different hosts, or with engineered virus-like particles (VLPs), in
order to explain how those interactions alter binding and control infection. The
receptors examined were derived from cats (Felis catus) (felTfR), dogs (Canis lupus
familiaris) (k9TfR), raccoons (Procyon lotor) (racTfR), black-backed jackals (Canis me-
somelas) (bbjTfR), and humans (Homo sapiens) (huTfR). These receptors have all been
shown to have distinct interactions with capsids when expressed on cells (14, 16, 32, 39,
60), including the canine TfR, which acts as a host range barrier to FPV binding and
infection in dogs (60). The protein sequences of these TfRs are largely conserved, but
loops with low sequence conservation exist in the apical domain, where CPV has been
shown to bind (Fig. 1A). Antibodies against two different sites on the capsids were also
examined, both as Fabs and after cloning and expression as single-chain variable
fragments fused to antibody constant fragments (scFv-Fcs). The soluble TfR, an scFv-Fc,
and the engineered VLPs are diagrammed in Fig. 1, along with an outline of how they
were used in the binding studies carried out here, and Table 1 lists the differences
between the different parvoviruses and VLPs used in this study. Figure 1 also contains
silver stains of proteins to show purity (Fig. 1C, E, P, and Q) and a differential scanning
fluorimetry assay on engineered VLPs to show that they are intact and at least as stable
as wild-type VLPs (Fig. 1O).

Capsid-TfR binding. Binding studies were carried out using bio-layer interferome-
try, where the ligands (TfRs or scFv-Fcs) were bound to nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid
(Ni-NTA) biosensors (His-tagged TfRs) or protein A biosensors (scFv-Fcs) (Fig. 1F to J).
When TfRs from different species were immobilized on Ni-NTA biosensors and incu-
bated with purified capsids, the results depended on the combinations of capsid and
TfR examined, although the results of each combination were quite reproducible (Fig.
2). After attachment, a proportion of the capsids appeared to be loosely bound and
were quickly released from the TfRs when washed in buffer, while the remaining
capsids stayed attached to receptors for long periods (Fig. 2). The feline TfR bound to
all capsids, as expected from previous studies (13, 14, 41), and the raccoon TfR bound
capsids to similar levels (Fig. 2B and C). For the feline and raccoon TfRs, CPV-2 capsids
bound to the highest levels, while FPV and a point mutant of CPV-2 with a VP2
Ala300Asp mutation, which occurs during natural infection of raccoons or (more rarely)
during prolonged passage in cultured feline cells (27, 39, 61), bound to lower levels. The
more recent strain of CPV (CPV-2a) bound to the lowest level. The canine TfR showed
very low levels of binding to all capsids tested in this assay, close to the background
(Fig. 2D), as has been observed previously (13, 14). The black-backed jackal TfR was
included in these studies because the black-backed jackal is the closest relative to dogs
that lacks the canine TfR’s FPV-blocking glycosylation site (32). The black-backed jackal
TfR showed the highest level of binding of any of the TfRs tested, regardless of the
capsid form examined (Fig. 2E). Compared to the feline, raccoon, and black-backed
jackal TfRs, the human TfR bound all of the capsids tested to very low levels, only
slightly higher than that of the canine TfR (Fig. 2F).

Infectivity of parvoviruses on TRVb cells expressing different TfRs. TRVb cells,
modified Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells without endogenous transferrin recep-
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tor, were transfected with plasmids to stably express the feline, canine, raccoon, or
black-backed jackal TfRs (Fig. 3A and B) and were then inoculated with parvovi-
ruses. While TfR-free TRVb cells completely resisted infection as expected (16), all of
the receptors transfected into TRVb cells added some susceptibility to infection,
with the level of infection varying significantly depending on the specific virus and
expressed TfR tested (Fig. 3C to G). There was also no direct connection between
the affinity of capsid binding to the TfR (Fig. 2) and the level of infection. When
CPV-2 capsids were incubated with fixed TRVb cells expressing different TfRs (Fig.
3H), binding approximated the results observed via bio-layer interferometry. Pre-
viously published studies examining CPV binding to TRVb cells expressing the TfR
or canine or feline cell lines showed similar results (13, 14), further validating the
results shown in Fig. 2.

Antibody and TfR binding kinetics and competition. To better understand the
capsid binding of different ligands in these studies, we also compared the binding of
two well-characterized monoclonal anti-capsid antibodies and the feline and black-
backed jackal TfRs. The antibodies Mab14 and MabE bind to the A and B sites,
respectively, of the capsid surface (46). Mab14 and MabE were either purified from

TABLE 1 Differences in VP2 protein sequences for viruses and VLPs relative to CPV-2

Virus Difference(s) from CPV-2

CPV-2
FPV R80N, N93K, I101T, A103V, I232V, F303Y, N323D,

N375D, S564N, G568A
A300D CPV-2 A300D
CPV-2a M87L, I101T, A300G, D305Y, N426D
N93K CPV-2 VLPs N93K
Loop 1 mutant VLPs N85A, M87A, V92A, N93A
Loop 3 mutant VLPs S293A, Q296A, S297A, T301A, N302A, D305A
Double loop mutant VLPs N85A, M87A, V92A, N93A, S293A, Q296A, S297A,

T301A, N302A, D305A
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interferometry experiment. Ni-NTA biosensors were washed (step 1), incubated with TfR ectodomains to 0.8 nm of measured binding (step
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hybridomas and cleaved to form Fabs or expressed as scFv-Fcs in insect cells. The
cloned scFv-Fcs have the binding properties of the original antibodies (62), can be
modified easily, and bind to protein A bio-layer interferometry probes with the same
high affinity as the human IgG1 Fc.

When scFv-Fc14 or E was attached to biosensors and incubated with CPV-2
capsids, capsids showed high on-rates and very low off-rates after binding to the
scFv-Fc (Fig. 4A). After binding capsids to scFv-Fcs and washing, we incubated the scFv-
Fc/capsid complexes with four concentrations of Fabs derived from the same antibody
that had been used to generate the scFv-Fc, allowing us to calculate the affinity of Fab
binding. Graphs were globally fit assuming a 1:1 Fab/binding site ratio and showed
binding affinities of 2.74 � 10�8 M (association constant [ka] of 8.99 � 104 1/M · s;
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dissociation constant [kd] of 2.47 � 10�3 1/s) for Fab 14 and 2.16 � 10�8 M for Fab E
(ka of 2.28 � 105 1/M · s; kd of 4.91 � 10�3 liters/s) (Fig. 4B and C). Fab14 fit the 1:1
model well in this assay, but the FabE fit was poorer, likely due to a conformational
change it has previously been shown to induce in capsids after binding (47).

We also examined the binding of the different TfRs to CPV-2 capsids. In this study,
feline or black-backed jackal TfRs were attached to Ni-NTA biosensors via a His tag,
incubated with CPV-2 capsids, washed, and incubated with four concentrations of
soluble TfR of the same type (with cleaved His tags) (Fig. 4D). Additional black-backed
jackal TfRs bound efficiently to tethered capsids (Fig. 4E), yielding a binding affinity of
5.32 � 10�7 M (ka of 2.16 � 104 1/M · s; kd of 1.15 � 10�2 1/s). However, the additional
feline TfRs showed very low levels of binding (Fig. 4F), even though the initial affinity
of CPV for the His-tagged feline TfR on biosensors was high (Fig. 2B).

Competition for binding between antibodies or TfRs and antibodies. We used
bio-layer interferometry to measure how Fab binding affected capsid attachment to
either scFv-Fcs or TfRs. Capsids were attached to biosensors with scFv-Fc14, scFv-
FcE, black-backed jackal TfR, or feline TfR and then incubated with a very high
concentration (4,800 nM) of Fab14 or FabE. There was significant variation in the
abilities of the two Fabs to compete CPV or FPV capsids off the biosensor when they
were tethered through either scFv-Fc14, scFv-FcE, the black-backed jackal TfR, or
the feline TfR (Fig. 5). The species of TfR holding capsids to biosensors (black-
backed jackal or feline) and the type of parvovirus tethered to biosensors (CPV or
FPV) also affected these results (Fig. 5E, F, H, and I). FabE was particularly efficient
in competing capsids off all ligands used to attach it to the biosensor, while Fab14
showed only a mild effect on capsid-TfR binding (Fig. 5B to I). Fab14 also showed
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the lowest competitive effect and level of binding to the FPV capsid (Fig. 5F and I),
as expected since it is largely specific for CPV capsids, compared to levels for FPV
(45). Overall, the data strongly support the model where binding of the highly
neutralizing FabE induces changes in the capsid that result in capsid detachment
from different ligands, including TfRs and other antibodies.

TfR occupancy on capsids. Saturating capsids with Fabs and/or TfRs also provided
information about the level of occupancy of the different TfRs on capsids. TfR binding
levels were calibrated by comparison with Fab binding (Fig. 5B), as Fab14 and FabE are
known to fully occupy the capsids when Fab-capsid complexes were examined via
cryoEM (46). In this assay, steric blocking by the tethering scFv-Fc and the proximity to
the biosensor tip may reduce the number of available binding sites, so we conserva-
tively estimated that around 50 Fabs would be bound to the capsid at saturating levels.
We assumed that the 4,800 nM concentration of Fab14 resulted in complete saturation
of available binding sites (�50 sites) on scFv-Fc/CPV-2 complexes in Fig. 5B, and that
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the 1,600 nM incubation of black-backed jackal TfR with black-backed jackal TfR/CPV-2
complexes in Fig. 4E also resulted in saturation. Comparing the level of Fab14 or
black-backed jackal TfR binding to CPV-2 to the amount of CPV-2 bound to biosensors
allowed us to estimate that approximately 12 black-backed jackal TfRs bound to CPV-2,
assuming that TfR dimers were complexed with two transferrin proteins, as has been
observed by biochemical analysis and by cryo-electron microscopy of CPV complexed
with the black-backed jackal TfR (H. Lee and S. L. Hafenstein, unpublished data). Using
the same calculations and assuming that 1,600 nM feline TfR saturated felTfR/CPV-2
complexes in Fig. 4F, we estimated that approximately 1 to 2 feline TfRs bound to
CPV-2.

Influence of initial capsid binding event on attachment of additional TfRs.
When felTfR/CPV-2, black-backed jackal TfR/CPV-2, or scFv-Fc14/CPV-2 complexes were
incubated with soluble feline or black-backed jackal TfRs, we saw that the initial ligand
binding event tethering CPV-2 capsids to biosensors affected subsequent attachment
of soluble TfR, even though the same amount of capsid was loaded onto biosensors
(Fig. 6). Black-backed jackal TfR/CPV-2 complexes bound the highest levels of black-
backed jackal or feline TfR, with felTfR/CPV-2 complexes showing slightly lower levels
of binding (Fig. 6B and C). However, while scFv-Fc14/CPV-2 complexes bound black-
backed jackal TfR to levels similar to those of felTfR/CPV-2 complexes during the
association phase, there was a significantly greater drop-off of black-backed jackal TfR
during the disassociation phase (Fig. 6B). Significantly higher drop-off during the
disassociation phase also occurred with the feline TfR and scFv-Fc14/CPV-2 complexes
(Fig. 6C).

Capsid residues influencing the TfR binding interaction. To examine the capsid
surface for structures involved in the interactions with the TfRs and antibody 14 or E,
we mutated groups of surface-exposed residues in the VP2 structure, four residues in
loop 1 (VP2 residues N85A, M87A, V92A, and N93A), six residues in loop 3 (VP2 residues
S293A, Q296A, S297A, T301A, N302A, and D305A), or all 10 mutations together (Fig. 1J
to N and Table 1). When CPV-2-derived VLPs containing the four surface residue
changes within loop 1 were used in binding studies, we saw greatly reduced binding
to the feline TfR (Fig. 7B). In contrast, CPV-2-derived VLPs with six substitutions in
surface loop 3 showed similar or even increased binding to the feline TfR compared to
that of wild-type CPV-2 VLPs (Fig. 7B). Loop 3 mutant VLPs also bound the canine TfR
to higher levels than any of the other VLPs (Fig. 7C), and all VLPs bound strongly to the
black-backed jackal TfR (Fig. 7D). We did not test the loop 3 mutant for infectivity due
to concerns about a possible host range expansion of that virus.
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scFv-Fc14 and Fab14 bound to all of the mutant capsids except for those with
substitutions within its footprint, which included loop 1 mutant VLPs, double loop
mutant VLPs, and Asn93Lys VLPs (Fig. 7F and G). In this experiment, Fab14 binding was
more affected by these substitutions than scFv-Fc binding, likely due to the monomeric
binding of the Fab forms (Fig. 7G). The loop 3 mutant VLPs bound to scFv-FcE as well
as wild-type VLPs, even though the antibody E binding footprint overlapped that group
of mutations (Fig. 7I) (46, 47), and FabE competed all the different VLPs off scFv-FcE
(Fig. 7J).

DISCUSSION

These studies further explain the underlying interactions between CPV capsids
and different host TfRs that resulted in the emergence and pandemic spread of CPV
in dogs during 1978, as well as the subsequent spread and evolution of that virus
within dogs and other hosts during the last 40 years. These specific capsid-TfR
contacts and interactions are clearly key to the process of cell infection, as they
control the virus’s natural host range and also overlap the antibody binding sites on
capsids, so that many antibody and receptor interactions are affected by the same
mutations (13, 39, 41, 47, 63).
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Capsid-TfR interactions. These studies reveal new molecular details about the
interactions between closely related parvovirus capsids and the receptors from sus-
ceptible hosts, and in particular they show the dynamic nature of these interactions
(Fig. 8). They confirm that there is no direct connection between the affinity of capsid
binding to the TfR and the success of cell infection. This was most clearly seen in a
comparison of the feline and canine TfRs, which mediate CPV-2a infection to similar
levels (Fig. 3D and E), even though the canine TfR shows extremely low binding affinity
(Fig. 2B and D). This effect has also been previously observed in studies of a CPV-2
mutant with lysine substitutions of VP2 residues 299 and 300, which bound the feline
TfR but did not infect cells (41).

We also revealed more details about the binding site on the capsid and the ways in
which viral residues control both the specific interactions with the TfR and the infec-
tious process. Comparing the naturally occurring viruses showed that the capsids of
CPV-2 (the first virus strain that spread worldwide in dogs in 1978 [27]) bound to TfR
with higher affinity than the CPV-2a capsids, which had substitutions of VP2 residues
87, 300, and 305 on the capsid surface (27, 29, 64). CPV-2a arose naturally during 1979
and completely replaced CPV-2 within dogs worldwide by the end of 1980, again
showing that the lower receptor binding affinity was widely selected in nature. We
were surprised to find that CPV-2 capsids with 6 mutations in VP2 loop 3 bound the
feline and other TfRs to similar or greater levels than wild-type VLPs (Fig. 7). This capsid
surface loop was previously implicated in TfR binding because growth in different hosts
or host cells may readily select for changes in loop 3 residues (including VP2 residues
297, 299, 300, 301, and 302) (27–29, 33, 37, 39). However, the strong TfR binding of the
loop 3 mutant VLP suggests that most of loop 3 is not directly involved in TfR binding
but may instead sterically interfere with TfR binding or control the structural transitions
required for capsid infectivity. In contrast, loop 1 appears to play a direct role in TfR
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binding, as mutating 4 residues in that loop greatly reduced attachment, as has been
suggested by previous structural and mutational studies and by its role in controlling
canine host range (13, 31, 65).

The occupancy of TfR on the capsid was another feature of the capsid-receptor
interaction revealed here. It was previously reported that CPV capsids engage fewer
than five feline TfRs when they attach to the cell surface (43), and incubating
capsids with soluble feline TfR ectodomains prepared from insect cells showed
binding of fewer than 5 TfRs on average (44). The binding of fewer than 5 feline TfRs
per capsid was confirmed using bio-layer interferometry. However, we also showed
that receptor occupancy was controlled at least in part by the receptor form tested,
as many more black-backed jackal TfRs bound per CPV capsid tethered to biosen-
sors (Fig. 4). Modeling the occupancy of the TfR on the capsid indicates the
maximum is 12 or 24 ectodomain dimers, depending on how the TfR binds to the
capsid, due to the large size of the TfR and steric interference between adjacent
binding sites. In our study, some binding sites on the capsid would have been
blocked by the tethering TfR or scFv-Fc and biosensor, so that the black-backed
jackal TfR may be occupying close to the maximum number of sites on the bound
capsid. Possible explanations for the low levels of binding of the feline TfR include
a limited number of preexisting binding sites on the capsid or that binding of the
feline TfR to one or two positions changes the capsid to prevent the binding of
additional TfRs. Here, we show that feline TfR binding may block the attachment of
at least some additional TfRs, as fewer black-backed jackal TfRs associated with the
capsids that were attached to biosensors via the feline TfR compared to capsids that
were attached via the black-backed jackal TfR (Fig. 6).

Antibody binding and neutralization. We also examined potential mechanisms
of neutralization by antibodies, using Fabs derived from whole IgGs and cloned
versions expressed as scFv-Fcs. Both antibodies we tested bound to similar high
affinities, as expected, with both high ka and low kd rates, and capsids remained
attached to scFv-Fcs with little or no detectable release over 5 min of washing (Fig.
4). However, FabE efficiently competed with scFv-Fcs for capsid binding, resulting
in release of FabE/capsid complexes from biosensors and indicating that FabE was
actively changing the capsid to cause release from the scFv-Fc tethering it to the
biosensor. Similarly, both Fabs were able to compete the capsids off the feline and
black-backed jackal TfRs, suggesting that receptor detachment is a mechanism of
virus neutralization.

Summary. These results provide a clearer view of the complex and dynamic
processes of receptor and antibody binding to these superficially simple capsids. In
different combinations, the variability of capsid interactions with receptors from dif-
ferent hosts shows that there is variation in the affinity, occupancy, and infection-
mediating interactions, or in all of those at once. This highlights the finely tuned
processes that mediate efficient infection and host range variability. For these viruses,
variations in these processes control the natural host range, including the changes in
the capsid that allowed functional canine TfR binding, which resulted in infection of
dog cells and the emergence of CPV as a pandemic virus that continues to circulate
today. These types of refined virus-receptor interactions are likely the rule rather than
the exception, and a better understanding of the rules that apply in general and in
particular cases will allow us to both develop antiviral strategies and better anticipate
the emergence of viruses with new host ranges or pathogenic properties mediated by
host receptors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells. Norden Laboratory feline kidney (NLFK) cells (Norden Laboratories) were derived as a single-

cell clone of the Crandell Rees feline kidney (CRFK) cell line (66) and were received directly from Norden
Laboratories in 1980. TRVb cells (obtained from the laboratory of Timothy McGraw) are Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO) cells without endogenous TfR (67). BHK (baby hamster kidney) cells (obtained from the
laboratory of Anne Mason), Sf9 (Spodoptera frugiperda) cells (Invitrogen), and High Five (Trichoplusia ni)
cells (clone BTI-TN-551-4; Boyce Thompson Institute) were also used in this study. NLFK cells were used
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to prepare infectious viruses and capsids and were grown in 1:1 McCoy’s/Leibovitz’s L15 medium
(Corning) with 5% fetal calf serum (FCS). TRVb cells were grown in Ham’s F12 medium (Corning) with 5%
FCS. TRVb cells were transfected with pcDNA3.1(�)-derived plasmids containing cDNAs of the feline
(Felis catus), canine (Canis lupus familiaris), raccoon (Procyon lotor), or black-backed jackal (Canis me-
somelas) TfR using Transit-X2 (Mirus) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were selected for
plasmid transfection and TfR expression with G418 (Corning) and were used to measure infectivity of
viruses on different TfRs expressed in the same cell background.

BHK cells were used for production of soluble TfR (described below) and were grown in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) and F-12 (Lonza) with 10% FCS. Sf9 and High Five cells were used for
growth of baculovirus stocks and for production of proteins from baculoviruses, respectively. Sf9 cells
were grown in Grace’s supplemented insect medium (Gibco) with 10% FCS at 28°C, while High Five cells
were grown in Express5 serum-free medium (Gibco) at 28°C.

Quantification of TfR expression on transfected TRVb cells. TRVb cells transfected to express TfRs
from different species were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) containing 0.5% bovine serum albumin and 0.5% Triton X-100, and stained with a mouse
anti-TfR cytoplasmic tail antibody (QB213080; Life Technologies) and a goat anti-mouse Alexa 488-
conjugated antibody (A11029; Life Technologies). Cell staining was then quantified using a Guava
EasyCyte plus flow cytometer (Millipore). Three biological replicates were performed, and the percentage
of TfR-positive cells was quantified using FlowJo (FlowJo, LLC, v.7.6.5).

Viruses and virus-like particles. CPV-2, A300D CPV-2, CPV-2a (containing all of the mutations
described in references [29 and 68] as well as VP2 426Asp), and FPV were each produced from infectious
plasmid clones (69, 70). Viruses were either left in tissue culture supernatant for infectivity assays or
purified for binding assays using standard methods involving banding on sucrose gradients to separate
the empty and full (DNA-containing) capsids (30, 42). Titers of virus in supernatant were determined via
TCID50 assays on NLFK cells and TRVb cells expressing the feline TfR.

For testing infectivity on TRVb cells, TRVb cells stably expressing the feline, canine, raccoon, or
black-backed TfR were seeded at 2 � 104 cells/cm2 in 96-well plates (0.32 cm2 per well). Two hundred
TCID50 units (measured on TRVb cells expressing the feline TfR) of CPV-2, FPV, A300D CPV-2, or CPV-2a
were added to each TfR-expressing TRVb cell line. After inoculation, cells were incubated for 2 days at
37°C, when cells were fixed and stained with an anti-NS1 monoclonal antibody that recognizes an
epitope that is identical on all four parvovirus strains tested (71). Viral growth was determined by
counting the number of infected cells per well. Three independent biological replicates were performed,
and the results were analyzed via analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Virus-like particles (VLPs) were prepared by expression of CPV-2 VP2 from baculovirus vectors. Mutant
VLPs that contained groups of substitutions within capsid surface loops 1 and 3, which have been
associated with the control of TfR binding (13, 31, 33, 37, 65), were also prepared (Fig. 1J to N). One
mutant included six substitutions in VP2 loop 3 (Ser293Ala, Gln296Ala, Ser297Ala, Thr301Ala, Asn302Ala,
and Asp305Ala) (Fig. 1L), another included four substitutions in the surface-exposed region of VP2 loop
1 (Asn85Ala, Met87Ala, Val92Ala, and Asn93Ala) (Fig. 1M), and a third variant contained all 10 surface
substitutions in both loops 1 and 3. Wild-type VP2, Asn93Lys VP2, and the three mutant forms were
prepared as VLPs by expression of VP2 in High Five cells and purified as described previously (41).

Expression and purification of TfR ectodomains. A plasmid clone containing the soluble human
TfR ectodomain (residues 121 to 760 [the C terminus]) fused to a 6�His tag on its N terminus was
obtained from Ann Mason, University of Vermont (72) (Fig. 1B). The plasmid was stably transfected into
BHK cells, and the TfR ectodomain was secreted into the culture medium. Equivalent clones that
expressed the feline, canine, black-backed jackal, and raccoon TfR ectodomains were produced after
cloning those sequences in place of the human TfR. Plasmids were transfected into BHK cells using
Transit-X2 (Mirus) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and positive cells were selected with 500
�g/ml methotrexate. Cells were incubated with Pro-293a chemically defined medium (Lonza) with 1 mM
butyric acid and 2 mM L-glutamine in order to produce protein. Supernatants were collected after 2 to
3 days of culture and stored at 4°C. TfRs were purified by incubating supernatants with Ni-NTA beads
(ThermoFisher) for at least 1 h and then washing them three times with 25 mM imidazole. Bound TfR was
cleaved on Ni-NTA beads overnight with Factor Xa protease (New England BioLabs) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Protein concentrations were determined with a bicinchoninic acid protein assay
kit (Pierce).

Preparation of scFv-Fcs and Fabs. The heavy and light variable domains of two previously
characterized monoclonal antibodies, a mouse IgG-2a anti-CPV antibody, Mab14 (73), and a rat IgG-2b
anti-FPV antibody, MabE (45), were joined by a linker sequence of three repeats of Gly-Gly-Gly-Ser to
prepare an scFv. The baculovirus gp68 signal sequence was added to the N terminus, the scFv was joined
through its C terminus to the Fc domain of human IgG1 with a flexible linker containing a thrombin
cleavage site, and a 6�His tag was added at the C terminus (Fig. 1D). Clones were expressed in High Five
cells using the Bac-to-Bac expression system (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and
protein was collected after 2 to 3 days of incubation of baculovirus with High Five cells at 28°C. scFv-Fc
was isolated from supernatant with protein G affinity chromatography, eluted at pH 3.0, and immediately
neutralized with Tris-HCl to pH 7.0. Eluted fractions were pooled and buffer exchanged into PBS with a
10-kDa Amicon Ultra centrifugal filter (Millipore).

Fabs were produced by digesting purified MabE or Mab14 with immobilized papain beads (Ther-
moFisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The antibody constant region (Fc) was separated
from antibody 14 Fabs by incubating cleaved Mab14 with protein A CL-4B Sepharose beads (Pharmacia
Biotech) in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0. The MabE Fc was removed by running cleaved MabE through a
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DEAE-Sephadex A25 (Sigma) column in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.8, and collecting Fabs in the
column flowthrough. Incompletely cleaved proteins were removed via size exclusion chromatography on
a Sephadex G100 (Pharmacia) column in PBS. Fabs were then concentrated using an Amicon 10-kDa
centrifugal filter (Millipore).

Determination of protein purity and VLP stability. Protein purity for TfRs, scFv-Fcs, Fabs, VLPs, and
parvovirus empty capsids was determined by silver staining samples run on 10% SDS-PAGE gels with a
Pierce silver stain kit (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Stability of mutant
VLPs was determined by differential scanning fluorimetry of purified VLPs, as previously described (41).
Three replicates were performed for each sample except for the N93K VLPs, where limited sample
quantity allowed only one measurement.

Measurement of TfR and scFv binding using bio-layer interferometry. To examine the specific
interactions involved in antibody and TfR binding, we bound the capsids and ligands in different
combinations, as diagrammed in Fig. 1F to J and in figures throughout. Binding kinetics and dynamics
were measured using a BLItz bio-layer interferometer (ForteBio). Ni-NTA biosensors were used to bind
TfRs, and protein A biosensors were used to bind scFv-Fcs. To determine the affinities of capsids and TfRs
or capsids and scFv-Fcs, biosensors were first blocked and hydrated in kinetics buffer (PBS with 0.02%
ovalbumin and 0.02% Tween 20). Basic binding experiments to determine capsid-TfR or capsid–scFv-Fc
affinity (Fig. 1F and H) were performed with the following protocol: 30-s baseline in kinetics buffer, 300
s of loading TfR or scFv-Fc, 60-s wash in kinetics buffer, 300 s of association with capsids (240 �g/ml) in
PBS, and 300 s of disassociation in kinetics buffer. TfRs in supernatant (with uncleaved His tags) were
loaded onto Ni-NTA biosensors to a consistent binding level of 0.8 nm, while purified scFv-Fcs were
loaded to approximately 0.4 nm (0.83 �g/ml of protein).

Comparison of TfR affinity between different CPV strains or CPV-2 VLPs. We compared the
relative binding affinities of feline, canine, raccoon, black-backed jackal, and human TfRs by loading TfR
in supernatant to 0.8 nm of binding, as described above, followed by incubation with CPV-2, CPV-2a, FPV,
or A300D CPV-2 capsids or CPV-2 VLPs at 240 �g/ml. Three independent replicates were performed for
each TfR-capsid combination.

Binding of CPV-2 to transfected TRVb cells. Wild-type TRVb cells and TRVb cells transfected to
express different TfRs were seeded on glass coverslips at a density of 2 � 104 cells/cm2 and grown
overnight. Cells were incubated in DMEM with 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 30 min at 37°C and
then washed with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min. Cells were then incubated with 10
�g/ml CPV-2 empty capsids diluted in DMEM with 0.1% BSA for 1 h at 37°C, stained with anti-capsid
monoclonal antibody 8, which does not detach capsids from fixed cells (14, 46, 73), and mounted on
slides using ProLong Gold antifade reagent with 4=,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Invitrogen).
Additional coverslips were permeabilized in PBS with 0.5% BSA and 0.5% Triton X-100 after fixation and
stained with a mouse anti-TfR cytoplasmic tail antibody (QB213080; Life Technologies) and a goat
anti-mouse Alexa 594-conjugated antibody (A11005; Life Technologies).

Determination of Fab-CPV and TfR-CPV affinity constants and approximation of number of
TfRs bound per capsid. Affinity constants for Fab-CPV and TfR-CPV (cleaved His tag) interactions were
determined through multistep binding experiments (Fig. 1G and I), where CPV capsids were first
immobilized on biosensors with either scFv-Fcs or TfRs, exactly as in the basic binding experiments
described above and in Fig. 1G and I and 2A. These complexes then underwent two additional steps to
give 1:1 capsid-ligand binding interactions: 300 s of incubation with Fabs in PBS or His tag-cleaved TfRs,
followed by 300 s of disassociation in kinetics buffer. Four different concentrations of Fab or TfR were
used to generate four graphs per combination, which were then fitted using 1:1 global fitting in the BLItz
Pro software (ForteBio). Experiments were performed in duplicate, and one replicate was shown and
analyzed.

The number of copies of TfR that bound to each capsid was approximated by comparing binding of
TfR to TfR/CPV complexes with binding of Fab14 to scFv-Fc14/CPV complexes, under conditions where
ligand binding was at or near saturation (1,600 nM TfR at 300 s [Fig. 4E and F] and 4,800 nM Fab14 at
300 s [Fig. 5B]). Levels of ligand binding (His tag-cleaved TfR or Fab14) were normalized relative to the
loading of CPV onto biosensors and adjusted to account for the difference in molecular weight between
the TfR and Fab14. We conservatively estimated that Fab14 saturated our system at 50 Fabs/capsid due
to steric hindrance of scFv-Fc14 holding capsids to biosensors and multiplied 50 Fabs/capsid by the
normalized and adjusted ratio of TfR versus Fab14 binding to capsids to make our estimate of TfR copies
bound per capsid.

Competition between scFv-Fcs and Fabs or TfRs and Fabs for capsid binding. To determine
whether or not antibodies could affect capsid interactions with the TfR or other antibodies, we designed
multistep binding experiments where capsids were attached to biosensors with one ligand and then
incubated with either the same ligand or a different ligand. scFv-Fc14, scFv-FcE, feline TfR, or black-
backed jackal TfR was used to attach CPV-2 capsids to biosensors as described above. After a 300-s wash
step, complexes were incubated with either 4,800 nM FabE or Fab14 for 300 s, followed by an additional
300-s wash step. Three independent replicates were performed, and binding at 300 s and 600 s was
analyzed via ANOVA.

Effects of the initial CPV-ligand binding interaction on subsequent TfR binding. To examine
whether the ligand holding CPV to biosensors affected subsequent binding of TfR, we bound scFc-Fc14,
feline TfR, or black-backed jackal TfR to biosensors, as described above for basic binding experiments.
The concentrations of these ligands were adjusted so that all three ligands bound 1 nm of CPV-2 capsids
to biosensors (Fig. 6A). Ligand-CPV complexes were then incubated with either black-backed jackal TfR
(cleaved His tag, 1,600 nM) or feline TfR (cleaved His tag, 1,600 nM) and washed in kinetics buffer for
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300 s. Three independent replicates were performed, and binding at 300 s and 600 s was analyzed via
ANOVA.
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